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Index Terms

Subjects Armed Forces / Jews -- Hawaii -- Pearl Harbor

Corporate Names Aloha Jewish Chapel (Pearl Harbor, Hawaii)

Series A. General, 1974-1979

Box and Folder Listing

Box 1. Folder 1. Audit reports [Jewish Chapel Fund], 1974
Box 1. Folder 2. Audit reports [Jewish Chapel Fund], 1975 January-1975 March
Box 1. Folder 3. Audit reports [Jewish Chapel Fund], 1975 April-1975 June
Box 1. Folder 4. Audit reports [Jewish Chapel Fund], 1975 July-1975 September
Box 1. Folder 5. Audit reports [Jewish Chapel Fund], 1975 October-1975 December
Box 1. Folder 6. Expenditures [Jewish Chapel Fund], 1974-1975
Box 1. Folder 7. Expenditures [Jewish Chapel Fund], 1976
Box 1. Folder 8. Receipts [Jewish Chapel Fund], 1974-1976
Box 1. Folder 9. Bulletins, 1979